Institutional Roads Facilitation Work
3/11/24 - 3/12/24 in Shaded Area

Work Activity between 0830 and 4:00PM

Onsite Pedestrian Traffic Monitor to Redirect foot traffic if necessary but no planned sidewalk closures.

Institutional Roads Facilitation Work
3/13/24 in Shaded Area

Work Activity between 0830 and 4:00PM

Onsite Pedestrian Traffic Monitor to Redirect foot traffic as necessary.

Ancipicate Brief Closure of Steps and Re Route.

Institutional Roads Facilitation Work
3/14/24 - 3/15/24 in Shaded Area

Work Activity between 0830 and 4:00PM

Onsite Pedestrian Traffic Monitor to Redirect foot traffic as necessary.

Ancicipate Brief Closure and Re Route.
Institutional Roads Facilitation Work 3/16/24 in Shaded Area
Work Activity between 0830 and 4:00PM
Onsite Pedestrian Traffic Monitor to Redirect foot traffic as necessary.

Institutional Roads Facilitation Work 3/18/24 - 3/19/24 in Shaded Area
Work Activity between 0830 and 4:00PM
Onsite Pedestrian Traffic Monitor to Redirect foot traffic as necessary but no planned sidewalk closures.

Institutional Roads Facilitation Work 3/20/24 - 3/21/24 in Shaded Area
Work Activity between 0830 and 4:00PM
Onsite Pedestrian Traffic Monitor to Redirect foot traffic as necessary but no planned sidewalk closures.